




MESSAGES	FROM	THE	SCHOOL	GOVERNING	BODY...

Sri Champaklal A. Doshi (President The Bhawanipur Gujarati Education Society)

In the words of Dalai Lama, "When educating the minds of our youth, we must not forget to 

educate their hearts”. We focus on discovering, developing and drawing out the hidden talents 

and the magic lying dormant inside all the students. From academics to co-curricular activities, 

perseverance and a never-say-die spirit are entrenched in the heart of every student, not only 

making them good students but brilliant human beings. In today's dynamic world, a 360 degree 

development and grooming is of supreme importance and through our campus we are creating 

an environment for future leaders, entrepreneurs and professional who possess skills and 

aptitudes in an array of functional disciplines.

Our goal is to support learners in developing the essential skills, knowledge and personal 

qualities that they need to thrive in life. Parents and communities play a fundamental role as we 

work to foster lifelong learning together.

Sri Miraj D. Shah (Sri Vice President The Bhawanipur Gujarati Education Society) 

Knowledge is growing at an exponential rate in many domains, creating new information and 

possibilities. This is the world our students are entering. We are moving away from memorizing, 

reading and writing on paper and demonstrating what was learned by writing tests. We know 

much more about how people learn and how the brain works. We are transforming education 

from focussing on what students learn to how and where they learn.

We know that to facilitate learning for everyone we must look at our learners holistically. This 

includes the social, cultural, emotional, physical, spiritual and intellectual elements of each 

student. To move forward, the education system in The BGES is collaborative, action-oriented 

and encouraging of trying new ideas to improve outcomes for all learners.

Sri Pradip Sheth (Hony Secretary The Bhawanipur Gujarati Education Society)

It was Margaret Mead who said “Children must be taught how to think, not what to think,” and to 

enable this, our motto of Knowledge, Imagination and Innovation is encouraged through a 

holistic approach. "TO MOTIVATE THE WEAK, TO ADDRESS THE AVERAGE AND 

CHALLENGE THE GIFTED" is the teaching vision of our school. Through the academic and co-

curricular pursuits, pupils are trained in life skills which are imperatives for moving towards a 

pragmatic future.

One of the skills they honed is the use of digital technology. Students used digital media for their 

research on school projects and at various Intra and Inter-School events. Yet another skill the 

pupils developed is analytical and critical thinking through their academic assessments and co-

curricular activities like Debates and Quiz, to name a few. Decision making in every aspect of life 

puts the above skill to test, especially, in challenging situations.

A committed and supportive management, dedicated teachers, caring and co-operative parents 

blend harmoniously to create a child- centric school, and through collaborative efforts we can 

achieve more to benet our students who are the future leaders of tomorrow. It is natural to nd in 

this ambience, the intensive use of a variety of thinking activities, strategies and group dynamics 

so that the classrooms become alive. Success comes to those who work hard and stays with 

those, who don't rest on the laurels of the past.”



We live today in a world that is so very different from the one we grew up in, the one we were 

educated in. The world today is changing at such an accelerated rate and we as educators need 

to pause and reect on this entire system of Education.

Sri Dinesh Chandra Mehta (Trustee the Bhawanipur Gujarati Education Society)

The aim of education should be to teach the child to think, not what to think. “This has been the 

endeavour of The BGES School! Along with touching the zenith of academic excellence our 

earnest endeavours at the school is to help our children ll their life with the light of positivity.

The School Management has always taken keen interest, providing qualitative infrastructure, 

encouragement and uninching support in growing and marching ahead in all avenues of the 

school's functioning.

We are indeed grateful to the parents for reposing year after year, such complete condence 

and entrusting their children to us to mould them to become worthy citizens of the society.

Sri Rashmikant Sheth (Trustee The Bhawanipur Gujarati Education Society)

We have taken a completely new turn for blooming the education system by striving for 

excellence in every possible eld and achieving it in a spectacular way. Our motto “Goodness 

before Greatness” not only goes with rigorous scholastic programmes but also, we seek to 

develop and nurture the different facets of a child. The school tends to go to every extent to 

achieve holistic development of our children where we guide students to develop capacities, 

acquire knowledge and virtues and provide service. We are on a path of building an ideal 

structure for education, liberal ideas and atonement in Science and Technology which would 

prove best for our future generations. We try to encourage our children to unleash their fullest 

potential.

We also believe that every child is unique in nature with varying needs. Therefore, by fostering a 

conducive environment full of love, care and creativity we instil in our children a desire to learn 

with emphasis on their social, emotional, physical, aesthetic and intellectual developmental 

aspects.



MESSAGE	FROM	THE	HEADMASTER

Education is not merely about acquiring facts but also of values which help us improve the 

different facets of mankind. At The BGES School, we hope to create an atmosphere of 

reverence for education and a healthy environment where work, sports and co-curricular 

activities will mould our students and spur them on to be the brightest and the best. In order to 

do this, the parents and the school authorities must work together to inculcate certain values in 

the students. 

Just as a machine comes with a prescribed manual for its correct use, we want you to use the 

guidelines set at our school to get the best out of your children. We humans are guided by holy 

books which give our life a direction. Similar to this is our school diary which guides a child and 

helps him/her at every step he/she takes in the school. The child must cultivate a habit of 

reading the diary on a regular basis as it will not only make him aware of the schedules of the 

school but also the workings of the school. A school diary not only gives us the rules and 

regulations but also states the importance of attending school.

It has been observed by researchers that a child who is regular to school will always excel 

compared to a child who is irregular. Better results are the outcome of regular school. The 

school gives ample holidays which cover not only the religious ceremonies but also sickness 

and diseases. The child should inculcate the value of regular schooling and how keeping away 

from school can hamper his/her personality. It is a great onus on the parents and teachers to 

explain to the child about regular attendance and how missing a day is directly related to 

missing opportunities in general. The rules of the school, as mentioned in the diary, regarding 

the rst day and last day absence should be taken seriously and any diversion from this will end 

in the child being penalized for the same. Lot of instances have been observed where the child 

is absent on the rst or the last working day of school. To save himself from the brunt of it a false 

doctor's certicate is submitted. It is difcult to segregate the difference between a genuine and 

a false case. This way the parents lead the child on the path of deceit and lies which can hamper 

his personality in the long run. We as moral guardians should inspire children to speak the truth 

for their all-round development. Also, it has been noticed that there are no family functions and 

emergencies or any other occasion during the evaluation period, giving rise to the thought that 

maybe we should institute more evaluations/tests and examination during the academic year.

Parents and students should be aware of the attendance policy and adhere to the attendance 

rules and regulations. Students shall attend and be punctual for all classes and activities which 

they are assigned.

We are sure that our students of yesterday, today and tomorrow will carry forward the motto of 

love and unity, entrusted in their hands, at our school.

Finally I want to extend my heartiest congratulations to Mrs. Suhrita Banthia, whose relentless 

effort has culminated in the compilation of this edition of the School Magazine. 



Become the person you've always dreamt of being.

I want to send this message not only to our students but also to all stakeholders of Education. As 
an Educator, we have great challenges before us the most vital being poor mental and physical 
well being. We all face a lot of Stress and Strain in our lives and this consequently affects our 
performance. It is rightly said that “A Sound mind dwells in a Healthy Body”. Students are 
stressed due to academic pressure, social pressure and we educators too become victims of 
stress and strain.

The challenges of high level of competency demands immediate attention and compels us to 
upgrade ourselves to be able to achieve organizational objectives and attain our goals. Do you 
think this is possible without physical and mental tness? The answer is “Not possible”. We can 
all accomplish this competence through CREATIVE VISUALISATION. 

Creative visualization is a mental technique that uses the imagination to make dreams and goals 
come true. It can improve your life and attract you success and prosperity. It is a power that can 
alter your environment and circumstances, cause events to happen and attract money, 
possessions, work, people and love, into your life.

Creative visualization uses the power of the mind, and is the power behind every success. 
Napoleon Hill rightly described this phenomena best in ‘Think and Grow Rich’, when he said: 
“Our brains become magnetized with the dominating thoughts which we hold in our minds, and 
by means with which no man is familiar, these 'magnets' attract to us the forces, the people, the 
circumstances of life which harmonize with the nature of our dominating thoughts…”

Thus Creative Visualization helps you grow into the person you want to be — and allows you to 
enjoy more of the experiences you want. It is a simple technique. You have to visualize a certain 
event, situation, or an object, you want to attract into your life .This is not magic but is governed 
by the natural process of the power of thoughts and natural mental laws. 

 All successful people use it consciously or unconsciously, attracting the success they want into 
their life, by visualizing their goals as already accomplished. The intensity of your visualization is 
actually accepted by our subconscious mind that changes our mind-set and accordingly also our 
habits and actions. Thought is energy, a focussed thought, soaked with emotional energy 
actually changes the balance of energy around us, and brings changes to the environment in 
accordance with them. By changing our thoughts and mental images, we change our "Reality". 
For example, if you students perform poorly in Maths test and score below 20%, all you have to 
do is change your thoughts and attitude, and visualize getting higher score in that subject. You 
will attain Success. 

MESSAGE	FROM	THE	DEPUTY	HEADMISTRESS

Ms. Mridula Nagar



thOn 17  August, 2016 we reached Howrah station at 0530 hours, our train departed at 0600 
hours. We were going to Shankarpore. It was a local train and it was a five hours journey from 
here. We reached the station around 0900 hours in the morning. From there we went by jeep to 
the hotel. We reached our hotel “Sandy Bay”. We took rest and then by 1400 hours we had 
lunch. By the time it was evening we went to see the reservoir and also watch the sunset. We 
went back to the hotel, there we played many games like ninja and so on. Then we had dinner 

tharound 2000 hours and went off to sleep. Next day i.e on 18  August 2016 we went for trekking 
near the sea beach and had our morning exercise. We returned to the hotel and had breakfast. 
After breakfast we took some rest and went to see the fishing ground and saw Fisheries and Ice 
Factory. After we returned we had our map reading class, rope walking, quiz, introspection and 
survival sessions and symbol class. In the evening we played many games and then later we 
had snacks. Further we played more games and then we took dinner.

The third day we exercised early in the morning and then went for trekking. On the way while 
returning we bought some vegetables as it was a self-cooking class and our group was 
preparing a game. At 1500 hours we started playing. The other group also finished cooking by 
1800 hours. We finished the self-cooking task. We prepared the food all by ourselves. After that 
we played games, had dinner and then packed our bags as we were returning to Kolkata the 

th
next day. On the 20  we boarded the train to Howrah and reached there around 1400 hours. We 
enjoyed the trip a lot. We learnt a lot from this expedition and are looking forward for the next 
one.

IAYP	EXPEDITION	TO	SHANKARPORE

Shreya Sheth
9B

I was born in a mint in Kolkata. I was sent to Mumbai from Kolkata. You know, who I am? I am a 

two rupee coin. When I was made I was shining, but a man who was carrying me, dropped me. I 

was sad. No one saw me and without seeing me they walked over me. Soon my shine was lost. 

Days were passing and I was getting hurt in a brutal way. But one day a girl's eyes fell on me. 

She kept me in her pencil box. Her name was Ayushi. This new place was nice, cool, safe and 

better for me. I lived here very comfortably. I passed two to three days in this box. Whenever 

Aayushi opened her box, she saw my smiling face. One day Ayushi got a five rupees coin. She 

kept the coin beside me. Now I had a friend, with whom I could share my joys, good feelings bad 

feelings and experiences of life. I was very happy. Do you know what happened after that? One 

day Ayushi dropped me on the road when she was in a hurry to get onto the school bus. Without 

seeing me, she stamped on me. I was hurt. When she removed her foot, I got some relief. What 

a bad day it was! Also there was Ayushi's brother Ishu who was naughty and never listened to 

anyone. Ishu took me in his hand and bought a candy and gave me to the shopkeeper. He kept 

me in the box. There were other coins like me. Again I got many friends and I was happy. I told 

them about the bad days I had spent. They were also sad and were weeping after listening to my 

sad story while some were laughing at me. Some of my friends told me not to mind them. I was 

happy there but I also missed my beautiful home and my friend, the five rupee coin. Now what 

will happen to me I don't know. But I don't want to go from here.  

Aayushi Kanojia
10B

AUTOBIOGRAPHY	OF	A	COIN



Laugh and the world laughs with you, weep and you weep alone. Some people are endowed 

with a special sense of humour. They are able to laugh through life. Making it pleasant 

for themselves and others around them. Jovial people are extremely popular and are the 

cynosure at parties and social get-togethers, adding spice and gaiety to an otherwise dull 

party. The practical jokes cracked by them keeps the mood of the party light and humorous 

life is basically what you make of it. You can either go about it, complaining and cursing your 

fate, or enjoy its ups and downs taking it in your stride. Nevertheless, we find many people 

having a pessimistic outlook towards life. Such people have developed an attitude of 

always looking at the darker aspects of life. They find something to brood or grieve over in 

the happiest of situations. On the other hand we have optimistic people endowed with a sense of 

humour. They find something good and humorous even in the worst of situations. They are 

thus, very effective in lifting the spirit of everyone around them. Many successful great men 

cultivate the friendship of men with good sense of humour, so as to make them face reality. 

Vidushaks in the court of Kings and Emperors, made fun of themselves and the King. 

They highlighted the common man's woes in an appropriate manner, for better appreciation 

by the royalty. The fabled 'Birbal ki Khichri' in which Birbal cooked a dish in pot hanging 

from a tree, on a fire that burnt much below it. When questioned by the king Akbar as to how the 

dish could be cooked. Birbal replied, that it could be cooked in the same manner as a 

man standing in pond could get the warmth from a lamp, burning far away in the castle. He 

laughingly made the mighty Emperor see logic in an unfair decision awarded to a subject. 

In modern world Vidushaks have been replaced by Newspaper Cartoonist and Journalists. 

They come up with amusing cartoons and humorous articles that excites laughter at 

the irrational and selfish acts of those in power and politics. They are to deliver a subtle yet 

effective message to the authorities through the caricatures. Thus, by humorously projecting 

the wayward behaviour of powerful politicians in the cartoons and articles, they make them 

reason and honour public opinion. Even in our daily lives, humour helps us to maintain 

our mental balance, by making us unwind, easing the tensions of life. It makes life more 

pleasant. We must therefore cultivate a good sense of humour, by being able to laugh 

at ourselves. Only then can we laugh at the expense of others. Laughter is the best medicine, 

is a well known adage. Scientifically it is an acknowledged fact that humour excites laughter. 

Laughter makes our life more pleasing and worth living and helps us in staying healthy.

Ashmi Gupta
7B

LAUGHTER	IS	THE	BEST	MEDICINE

Once upon a time, there was a naughty fairy called Flora who lived in a beautiful garden. An old 

lady Mrs. Henry decided to teach her a lesson so she put glue instead of icing on the cake. That 

night flora came in through windows and greedily began eating the cake. But alas! The lip stuck 

together. She was frightened and asked Mr. Henry for forgiveness. Mrs. Henry forgave her and 

from that time on. Flora never stole Mrs. Henry's cakes. Flora and Mrs. Henry became friends 

and lived happily ever after.

FLORA,	THE	NAUGHTY	FAIRY

Avani Ghelani
4B



Once upon a time there was a boy called Rakesh who was illiterate and lived in a village named 
Shantipur. One day he went to one of his friend's house and asked for help in his studies. The 
friends name was Ramu. Ramu behaved very badly and insulted Rakesh. Rakesh became very 
sad and went near a lake. He sat down and told himself, 'I have to study or else I will have to stay 
illiterate'. I should go and ask my other friends. He went to his other friends. They too insulted 
him. At last he went to his relatives and he was again insulted by them. He went to his house 
crying. In the afternoon when everyone came to play, Ramu said 'Rakesh is disturbing all of us. 
So let us kill him'. Another friend of Rakesh, named Mahesh said that we can kill him very easily. 
Ramu replied 'Don't judge a book by its cover. We have to make a plan. They made a plan. In the 
evening some relatives of Rakesh were passing and heard that the group of children were 
talking of killing Rakesh. The relative asked whether they were making plans to kill Rakesh. As 
they knew that the relative of Rakesh didn't support Rakesh, they told the relative the truth. The 
relative asked them to tell him the plan. They told the plan. 

In the evening when Rakesh came to play in the field, the relatives and friends of Rakesh 
gathered together and killed him. That night Rakesh didn't return to his house so his parents 
went to find Rakesh. They went to each of his friend's house but at last went to Mahesh. Mahesh 
became nervous. His parents understood by his expression that he had done something. His 
parents said that 'Honesty is the best Policy'. Please tell the truth. And his parents became very 
sad about losing their child.      

Debmalya Das
6B

RDOn 3  October 2016 we went for a class visit to the State Bank Archives and Museum which is 
thlocated on1 Strand road, Kolkata -700001. It is on the  11  floor, Block B. The State bank 

Archives captures the genesis, growth and fulfilment of banking odyssey. It focusses on the 
transactions of the bank through the phases with the aid of the original records and objects of 
historical interests.

ndOn 2  June 1806, the earliest progenitor of the State Bank of India, the Bank of Calcutta, set up 
by the English East India Company opened for business. The State Bank of India is the only bank 
in India who has its own Archives and Museums and preserves all the passbooks of famous 
personalities like Annie Besant, Prince Dwarkanath Tagore, Pandit Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar 
and so on Banking in India since ancient times was largely indigenous with  bankers principally 
conducting money lending operations. Earlier the passbooks were hand written because the 
printing machines were not available in those days.

For the first time our class 9 B visited such a memorable and interesting place, i.e. The State 
Bank Archives and Museum. The experience of visiting Archives and Museum was very exciting 
as over there we saw many current accounts of famous men, journal and ledger accounts, 100 
Rupees coin. There was a printing machine, several tiles, a lamp which was used in those times, 
the statue of Dwarkanath Tagore, a box which contained the ashes of Mahatma Gandhi, rifles 
and daggers used in those times. Over there we were provided with snacks. We discovered 
many interesting things. It was a memorable class visit and we would like to visit again. 

STATE	BANK	ARCHIVES	AND	MUSEUMS

Harsh Vyas and AnkitaDugar
9B

THE	CROWD



A	TRIP	TO	DIGHA

During my last winter vacation, I went to Digha by train, on 25th December. I went with my 

parents, aunts, uncles and cousins. The hotel where we stayed was  “Jahaj Bari” because it was 

shaped like a “Jahaj” or a ship. We visited a temple and the Talsari and Udaipur beaches. My 

cousins picked up sea shells and pebbles from the Talsari Beach. We bathed in the sea at New 

Digha. We went to the beach every evening. There were many shops from where we bought 

many wooden toys, handmade mats and wall-hangings. My aunt bought me some animal 

shaped toys made of shells. We also saw fishing boats with lanterns. They were going to catch 

fish. In Digha, one of my aunt suddenly lost her mobile phone one evening. That made us sad. 

The next day we returned to Kolkata. However, I loved this trip to Digha.

Laksh Gupta
5B

My Idol is Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. He dedicated his entire life for the welfare of others. Pandit 

Jawaharlal Nehru was born on 14th November, 1889. His family hailed from Kashmir and finally 

settled in Allahabad. His father Motilal Nehru was a famous lawyer. Motilal Nehru was a 

respected leader of the India Freedom Movement. Jawaharlal Nehru was educated at 

Cambridge, in England. He became a barrister.Instead of practicing Law, he joined the freedom 

movement under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi. Very soon he become a great leader and 

the President of the Indian National Congress. He spent many years in prison and suffered a 

great deal to free India. When India got freedom he became the first Prime Minister of India. His 

daughter Indira Gandhi was the first lady Prime Minister of India. He loved children, so his 
th

birthday is celebrated as “Children's Day”. At last India got freedom on 15  August 1947. This 

great son of India died on May 27th 1964. That is why he is my Idol.

Neeraj Shah
5B

MY	IDOL

Life is full of surprises and shocks, good and bad incidents, unexpected turns and sudden 

twists. But there are some incidents which we cannot forget and it well stay with us till the end. 

Small things makes me happy. When I help others it makes me happy and I always share my 

happiness with my family, cousins and friends. I remember the day and date. It was a Friday 

15th October 2011. That day was my 7th birthday. I was surprised when at midnight my parents 

and cousins gave me lots of gifts. The next morning they organised a surprise birthday party for 

me. The next morning, after taking bath, I got ready and went to the temple and then distributed 

biscuits among the poor people. I cut a cake and enjoyed the party.  I also gave return gifts. All 

my friends, cousins came to the party and I got many gifts. I really feel glad because that 

birthday was memorable, as for the first time, at midnight, they celebrated my birthday and that 

day was a day when I got many gifts. 

Tanvi Desai
7B 

THE	HAPPIEST	DAY	OF	MY	LIFE



They take heavy but pulsating load on their backs, but their load just flies to the destination, 
Those loads called men sit and relax on their backs. To take glimpse of the “Goddess” so 
devoted they are to god that they overlook the pain taken by those carriers to climb that steep, 
unending hill their only way to earn money along with harsh, rude wards, Affecting them both 
physically and mentally. They continue to carry the load as they practice carrying vegetable 
baskets from the age of four, those carriers .............Many of them are from the India Pak 
border yet their way is towards the temple, Yes, Vaishnodevi  Temple struggling hard to take a 
breathe do they get enough in return as they deserve? Where has the love, respect and 
compassion gone? A big question to the heartless  devotees. If they never sit down to rest you 
can easily see their unmistakable ribs and when they keep their poles down from their 
backs rashes, red sores, deep scars and wounds show their way out. If you feel pity and turn 
back seeing their condition soon they would cry out, “Please don’t show mercy upon us. Please” 
..... “For if you do, my family ....” a drop from their eyes my family.... ruined” your heart may sink or 
you have learnt to over look those scenes out for those people who do the same have learned 
to float after reaching the hill top, only few realise the pain and know, helping mankind would 
slow then the way to god not another entity can the some do but the greatest irony of life is that 
the coolies keep the coolies life going. 

DESTINY

Ritika Singh 
6B      

HANSHESHWARI	TEMPLE-BENGAL'S	PRIDE

On a pleasant evening I decided to visit the Hansheswari Temple along with my family members. 
It was a nice trip. At rst we boarded the Katwa Local from Howrah station and got down 
at Bansberia Railway Station. Then we reached the temple campus by rickshaw. The 'Shikar' 
of the temple was visible from at least one km away as it is seventy feet high. The sight of 
the temple was enchanting as the rays of the setting sun touched the minars and I felt nostalgic 
with this age-old creation. There's a 'nat-mandir' with a 'Gopuram' which is often found in 
the South-Indian temples. The artistic creation on the wall of nat-mandir was fascinating. 
Every aspect of social life of that time was depicted or engraved on excellent terracotta. 
My grandfather explained that about ve lakh rupees was spent for the creation of this lovely 
institution of human art. The main temple is six storeyed with a number of arches and pillars. 
The entire temple is made of marble blocks which were brought from Varanasi by boat. 
King Nrisimha Deva had spent one lakh rupees for this purpose. Nrisimha Deva started 
this noble endeavour. But the sad demise of the king couldn't block the constructional process. 
Queen Sankari completed the temple in the year 1799 as per the desire of the deceased king. 
After observing the sculpture and decoration of the temple, we entered the chamber or 
Goddess Hanseswari. The idol is made of wood which is blue in colour. Devi sits on a full bloom 
lotus, emerging from the naval of Lord Shiva. She holds one conch-shell, one scimitar and 
one slaughtered head of a man and the fourth hand is in the 'Varabhaya Mudra'. Smiling face 
of the Devi in that semi-dark chamber made the atmosphere more mysterious. I was 
rather overwhelmed by seeing the unique example of the mixture of Gandhara and terracota 
art. My uncle took some  of the temple and then we headed home with a lled heart, photographs
still buzzing with the amazing experience.

Abhay Kumar Singh
9A



FOREVER	FRIENDS

Friendship is an important part of life and having strong relationships with people will always 

keep you happy. Best friends will be with you to share good times and stand by you to help you 

overcome hurdles. They are sincere and make incredible sacrices. FRIENDSHIP is about 

having wonderful moments with friends and sticking to them no matter what you do or what goes 

on. There are friends we hang out with,  shop, head to the movies or share our interests. But 

despite having a pal for every occasion, having a best friend is a huge bonus in life. You get to 

share your thoughts, dreams, fun times and problems with someone who knows and cares 

about you. Making friends is one thing but maintaining a good friendship is a matter of great 

importance and commitment. Your friends are your guide in life as well as the people who help 

you dene who you are. FRIENDSHIP IS A VERY DELICATE AND SENSITIVE 

RELATIONSHIP. It is like planting a seed and nurturing it to see it blossom. Vices like arrogance 

and vanity are harmful to friendship.

Remember “WHEN YOU RESPECT YOUR FRIENDS AND TREAT THEM AS YOU WOULD 

LIKE TO BE TREATED, YOU WILL ALWAYS BE REWARDED WITH A TRUST WORTHY 

EVERLASTING COMPANIONSHIP”

F -  FIGHT FOR YOU
R -  RESPECT YOU
I - INSPIRE YOU
E -  ENCOURAGE YOU
N -  NEVER JUDGE YOU
D -  DREAM WITH YOU
S -  STAND BY YOU

Ayush Shah
9B

Like every year, this year also with a lot of excitement and enthusiasm. We planned a surprise 
celebration for our  teachers. We decided to celebrate in such a way that along with fun and 
enjoyment we also tell them “Thank You” for so much love, care and concern. The way they 
teach and scold us, makes us feel proud.

We had made groups of all the teachers on the basis of seven colours, colours of rainbow, 
making a theme of “Saath” means “Seven” each again of seven teachers. We had made a 
beautiful play with a main character. A girl who visited “seven” different places to perform dance 
in each place she visited. She needed a teacher to guide her and that teacher saw her succeed 
in life. The role of a teacher is a very important one. The only one after our parents who teach us 
to take small steps slowly and carefully in life. We had also made a badge for every teacher with 
their name and one unique and good title written on it. We had some exciting games for each 
group. Some games we had were- tying a tie, folding and unfolding saree, memory game, throw 
the ball in the bucket and many more. We had taalbaati from the students of music club. The 
students of class 10 prepared a video for all our lovely teachers.

At the end we had a small gift made  on behalf of the whole school. We had a photo collage of all 
the teachers. We were obliged to perform and thank all our teachers for always being there for us 
and helping us always by all means. We really thank our teachers. “THANK YOU”

TEACHERS	DAY	CELEBRATION

Khushi Shah and Sakshi  Desai
9A



MY	VISIT	TO	THE	DOOARS

I woke up in the morning and could not recognize where I was. It occured to me after few 
seconds that I was in the Golden Head Resort, Dooars. I found my mother screaming at me to 
get out of bed. She told me that we were going to a wildlife sanctuary where we could see many 
animals. I love animals  so I jumped out of bed, brushed my teeth, took a shower and went for 
breakfast. After breakfast I took my camera and went into the car which was waiting outside.

I found out that it would take us twelve hours thirty eight minutes to reach the sanctuary. I was 
feeling sleepy so I slept instantly and woke up after one hour. I saw that my mother and brother 
were fast asleep while my father was listening to music. I looked outside the window and saw a 
beautiful eld covered with rice and various species of birds. At last we reached the sanctuary.

 We got out of the car and saw a jeep which had an open top waiting for us. We got into the jeep. It 
started and I got ready  with my camera. We entered a forest and the guide told us that we could 
see tigers there. So I stood up and searched for them everywhere. After half an hour we saw a 
family of tigers, one adult and two cubs fast asleep. I took a photograph but when the guide said 
it was not allowed, I was disheartened and put it in my bag. Then we went further in and saw 
elephants and deer.

The car stopped for us to see them closely. We went quite further into the forest but could not see 
anything except monkeys. After the boring moment passed we got to see the wild boars and a 
bison. Then we entered into an area known as the bird zone. Here we saw the majestic peacock, 
a toucan, woodpeckers and many more birds whose names were very difcult to remember. 
Then we were told that the tour was over and we were returning. I took out my cap and wore it. 
After two minutes I felt something fall on my cap. I took it off and saw it was an insect. I tried to 
shake it off but it wouldn't fall off. I asked the guide what it was and he exclaimed with horror that it 
was nothing but a leech! I got scared and threw my cap out of the car in fear. I became very sad 
and angry. I wouldn't talk to anyone. But when we reached the hotel and I recalled the incident I 
found it a bit funny myself. I loved this day of my life and will never forget it especially the leech 
incident. I never thought I would enjoy myself so much in a wildlife sanctuary. It is one of my best 
memories.

Drashti Mehta
9B

Honesty is the best  policy. Honesty is the foundation of any relationship. Whether it is 
with parents, friends or anyone else. People who are honest leads a stress free life and 
do not live in two different worlds are true to them. No relationship can be successful 
without trust , which is gained by being honest. Through honesty I have gained a strong 
relationship with my friends and family and become a better person. I want to conclude 
that to lead a succesfull well-rounded life, honesty is the best policy.   

Arya Rajak
6A

HONESTY	IS	THE	BEST	POLICY



©ÉÉ2Ò ©ÉÉ W ©ÉÉ2É ©ÉÉ`à, §ÉNÉ´ÉÉ{É Uà,
lÉà{ÉÉ SÉ2iÉÉà©ÉÉÅ 2¾à´ÉÅÖ, ~ÉiÉ ´É2qÉ{É Uà.

lÉà{ÉÉà ¾ÉoÉ ©ÉÉoÉÉ ~É2Uà, lÉÉà »ÉÖLÉÒ UÅÖ ¾ÅÖ ,
{ÉÊ¾ lÉÉà ©ÉÉ2ÅÖ Y´É{É , H«ÉÉÅ +É»ÉÉ{É Uà.

¥ÉÉHÒ ¥ÉyÉÉ{ÉÅÖ ©É¾l´É , ~ÉiÉ Uà Y´É{É©ÉÉÅ
»ÉÉäoÉÒ A~É2 ©ÉÉ2Ò , ©ÉÉlÉÉ {ÉÖÅ W »oÉÉ{É Uà.

§ÉNÉ´ÉÉ{É LÉÖ¶É Uà , WÉà ©ÉÉlÉÉ LÉÖ¶É ¾¶Éà,
©ÉÉ {ÉÖÅ Ê»©ÉlÉ +à , §ÉNÉ´ÉÉ{É{ÉÅÖ qÉ{É Uà.
©ÉÉ W Uà ©ÉÉ2Ò , ÊHÅÅ©ÉlÉÒ +©ÉÉ{ÉlÉ ,
+à W ©ÉÉ2Ò ~ÉÚX , +à W ©ÉÉ2Ò »ÉÉàNÉÉlÉ Uà.

©ÉÖ»HÉ{É ¶Éàc
9 +

©ÉÉ2É qÉqÉ \§§ÉÉà ~É¾à2lÉÉ
»ÉÒyÉÉà »ÉÉqÉà 
UeÒ ~ÉHeÒ{Éà £2´ÉÉ WlÉÉ
£Ú±É lÉÉàeÒ{Éà 2ÉàW ±ÉÉ´ÉlÉÉ
W©ÉÒ H2Ò{Éà »ÉÚ> WlÉÉ
©ÉÉ2É qÉqÒ »ÉÒyÉÒ »ÉÉqÒ
qÉÅlÉ ´ÉNÉ2 ~ÉiÉ ¾»ÉlÉÒ 2¾àlÉÒ
+©É{Éà ¡Éà©ÉoÉÒ NÉÒlÉ »ÉÅ§É³É´ÉlÉÒ
§ÉÚ±É H2à lÉÉà ©É©©ÉÒ- ~É~~ÉÉ{Éà ±ÉelÉÒ
qÉqÉ - qÉqÒ ¥É{Éà ´É¾É±ÉÉ.
                

HÞºiÉÉ »ÉÉÅNÉÉiÉÒ
7+

Ê©ÉmÉlÉÉ +àH +à´ÉÉà »ÉÅ¥ÉÅyÉ Uà Hà Wà{ÉÉ ́ ÉNÉ2 Y´É{É »ÉÉ´É {ÉHÉ©ÉÅÖ W Uà. +à Y´É{É Y´É{É {É NÉiÉÉ«É Wà©ÉÉ  
Ê©ÉmÉlÉÉ {É ¾Éà«É. +É »ÉÅ¥ÉÅyÉ ¥ÉyÉÉ W »ÉÅ¥ÉÅyÉÉà{ÉÉ A~É2 Uà. +àH »ÉÉSÉÉà Ê©ÉmÉ +É~ÉiÉà ¥ÉyÉÉ W »ÉÖLÉ - qÖ:LÉ 
©ÉÉÅ ~ÉÚ2à- ~ÉÚ2Éà »ÉÉoÉ +É~Éà Uà. »ÉNÉÉ- ́ ¾É±ÉÉ ~Éà±ÉÉÅ ~ÉÉàlÉÉ{ÉÉà »´ÉÉoÉÇ XÖ+à ~É2ÅlÉÖ +àH »ÉÉSÉÉà Ê©ÉmÉ ©ÉÉmÉ 
~ÉÉàlÉÉ{ÉÒ Ê©ÉmÉlÉÉ W XÖ+à . PÉiÉÒ +à´ÉÒ ~ÉÊ2Ê»oÉÊlÉ+Éà +É´Éà Uà, V«ÉÉ2à »{Éà¾Ò- »ÉÅ¥ÉÅyÉÒ+Éà H2lÉÉ Ê©ÉmÉ 
W HÉ©É©ÉÉÅ +É´Éà Uà. ±ÉÉà¾Ò {ÉÉ »ÉÅ¥ÉÅyÉ H2lÉÉ Ê©ÉmÉlÉÉ {ÉÉà »ÉÅ¥ÉÅyÉ A~É2 NÉiÉÉ´É´ÉÉ©ÉÉÅ +É´Éà Uà. +É 
»ÉÅ»ÉÉ2©ÉÉÅ ¡Él«ÉàH ´«ÉÊHlÉ ¥ÉÉ³~ÉiÉoÉÒ W Ê©ÉmÉ ¥É{ÉÉ´ÉlÉÉÅ ¾Éà«É Uà +{Éà +à©ÉÉÅoÉÒ Hà`±ÉÉH{ÉÉà Y´É{É{ÉÉ 
+ÅlÉ »ÉÖyÉÒ Ê©ÉmÉ ¾Éà«É  Uà. ©ÉÉ2É Y´É{É©ÉÉÅ ~ÉiÉ viÉÉ Ê©ÉmÉ Uà. +É©É Ê©ÉmÉlÉÉ +à +lÉÚ` ¥ÉÅyÉ{É  Uà. 

HÞºÉÉ ©ÉÀàlÉÉ
9 + 

Ê©ÉmÉlÉÉ..

yÉ©ÉÇ W ¶É2iÉ Uà

yÉ2É lÉoÉÉ ©ÉÞl«ÉÖ{ÉÒ ´ÉàNÉ´ÉÉ{É yÉÉ2É©ÉÉÅ ´É¾àlÉÉ Y´É ©ÉÉ`à yÉ©ÉÇ W +àH©ÉÉmÉ wÒ~É, ¡ÉÊlÉºcÉ, NÉÊlÉ +{Éà 
AnÉ©É ¶É2iÉ Uà. +É yÉ2É ~É2 W{©É yÉÉ2iÉ H2{ÉÉ2Éà ©ÉÉiÉ»É +àH Êq´É»É +´É¶«É ́ ÉÞu oÉ´ÉÉ{ÉÉà Uà. 
HÉ³{ÉÉà »É©É«É ~ÉÉHlÉÉÅ ©Éßl«ÉÖ ~ÉÉ©É´ÉÉ{ÉÉà Uà. +É ́ ÉàNÉ´ÉÉ{É yÉÉ2É Uà. ¾WÖ NÉ>HÉ±Éà ¥ÉÉ³H ¾Éà«É +à +ÉWà 
´ÉÞu oÉÉ«É +{Éà HÉ±Éà ©ÉÞl«ÉÖ ~ÉiÉ ~ÉÉ©Éà. +É ́ ÉàNÉ´ÉÉ{É ¡É´ÉÉ¾©ÉÉÅ lÉiÉÉ´ÉÅÖ {É ¾Éà«É lÉÉà lÉàiÉà +àHÉq ̀ É~ÉÖ 
¶ÉÉàyÉÒ ±Éà´ÉÉà Xà>+à. yÉ©ÉÇ +É´ÉÉà +àH ̀ É~ÉÖ Uà. +É ̀ É~ÉÖ ~É2 ¡ÉÊlÉºcÉ ~ÉiÉ Uà. yÉ©ÉÇoÉÒ ©É³lÉÒ ¡ÉÊlÉºcÉ 
»É{ÉÉlÉ{É Uà. +ÉeÅ¥É2oÉÒ ©É³lÉÒ ¡ÉÊlÉºcÉ +»oÉÉ«ÉÒ Uà. qÅ§ÉoÉÒ ©É³lÉÒ ¡ÉÊlÉºcÉ +É§ÉÉ»ÉÒ Uà. yÉ©ÉÇoÉÒ 
¡ÉÊlÉºcÉ{ÉÉà W ©ÉÊ¾©ÉÉ Uà. +à ¡ÉÊlÉºcÉ©ÉÉÅ W NÉÊlÉ Uà. yÉ©ÉÇ +à W ̧ Éàºc ¶É2iÉ Uà. §ÉNÉ´ÉÉ{É ©É¾É´ÉÒ2à H¾à±ÉÖÅ 
Uà Hà yÉ©ÉÇ »´É«ÉÅ ¶É2iÉ Uà.                  

©ÉÖ»HÉ{É ¶Éàc
10 + 

©ÉÉ{ÉÒ ©É¾lÉÉ qÉqÉ-qÉqÒ
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Y´É{É©ÉÉÅ Ê©ÉmÉ {É ¾Éà«É lÉÉà !
+É Y´É{É{Éà Y´É{É Hà©É H¾à´ÉÅÖ 
 Ê©ÉmÉlÉÉ +àH +à´ÉÉà qÒ~É Uà Hà Wà©ÉÉÅ,
 ¥ÉÅ{Éà +à »ÉÉoÉàW ¥É³´ÉÅÖ ~Éeà.
Ê©ÉmÉlÉÉ +àH +à´ÉÉà yÉÉàyÉ Uà Hà Wà©ÉÅÉ, 
+É»É-~ÉÉ»É ¥ÉyÉÖÅW r¶«É©ÉÉ{É Uà.
 Ê©ÉmÉlÉÉ +àH ©ÉÉà`ÅÖ ]2iÉÅÖ Uà Hà Wà©ÉÅÉ,
 ´É¾àlÉÉ ´É¾àlÉÉ Y´É{É- Y´ÉÒ W´ÉÉ«É.
Ê©ÉmÉlÉÉ +àH +à´ÉÉà »ÉÅ¥ÉÅyÉ Hà Wà,
Y´É{É{ÉÉà yÉ¥ÉHÉ2 +{Éà ¹ÉÉ»É Uà.
 +à`±Éà Ê©ÉmÉÉàoÉÒ Y´ÉÅÖ UÅÖ ¾ÅÖ Wà,
 ©ÉÉ2É ©ÉÉ`à Y´É´ÉÉ{ÉÉà +ÉyÉÉ2 {Éà ¡ÉÉiÉ Uà.
{É¾ÅÖ lÉÉ2Ò »ÉÉoÉà lÉÉà, l«ÉÉ2à ©É{Éà «ÉÉq H2Wà, 
§ÉÚ±ÉÉà lÉÉà yÉiÉÒ H2Ò Uà, ~ÉiÉ ©É{Éà ©ÉÉ£ H2Wà.
 qÉà»lÉÒ{ÉÉ qÉLÉ±ÉÉ©ÉÉÅoÉÒ {ÉÉ2ÉWNÉÒ {Éà
 ¥ÉÉq H2Wà, 2É¾ Xà>¶É ©ÉÉÅ lÉ©ÉÉ2Ò 
+É´ÉÒ{Éà l«ÉÉÅ W ©ÉÉ2Ò £Ê2«ÉÉq H2Wà.
Wà´ÉÉà UÉà lÉà´ÉÉà {É ¾lÉÉà ~É¾à±ÉÉ,
 +à »É©ÉX«É, l«ÉÉ2à ©É{Éà «ÉÉq H2Wà.

Ê©ÉmÉlÉÉ

HÉW±É qÉà¶ÉÒ
6 +

¾ÅÖ {ÉÉ{ÉÉà ¾lÉÉà l«ÉÉ2à ¾ÅÖ ~ÉÅLÉÒ{Éà +àH {ÉW2à Xà«ÉÉW H2lÉÉà. XàlÉÉÅ ©É{Éà Ê´ÉSÉÉ2 +É´ÉlÉÉà Hà ¾ÅÖ ~ÉÅLÉÒ ¾ÉàA 
lÉÉà. Hà´ÉÅÖ »ÉÉ° ! ¥ÉyÉÉÅ ~ÉÅLÉÒ Hà´ÉÉÅ ©ÉÖHlÉ2ÒlÉà +ÉHÉ¶É©ÉÉÅ AR«ÉÉ H2à Uà.  +àH ]Ée{ÉÒ eÉ³ ~É2oÉÒ ¥ÉÒX 
]Ée~É2 HÚqHÉ ©ÉÉ«ÉÉÇ W H2à Uà. ~ÉÉàlÉÉ{Éà 2¾à´ÉÉ ©ÉÉ`à +{Éà ~ÉÉàlÉÉ{ÉÉ ¥É2SÉÉÅ{Éà 2¾à´ÉÉ ©ÉÉ`à ]Ée~É2 Hà`±ÉÉà 
»É2»É lÉiÉLÉ±ÉÉ{ÉÉà ©ÉÉ³Éà ¥ÉÉÅyÉà Uà. 
 
+{Éà ~ÉÉàlÉà »´ÉlÉÅmÉ 2ÒlÉà +ÉHÉ¶É©ÉÉÅ Ae«ÉÉ W H2à Uà. AelÉÉ AelÉÉ lÉà H«ÉÉ2à«É oÉÉHlÉÉÅ W {ÉoÉÒ. +{Éà 
~ÉÉàlÉà NÉÒlÉ NÉiÉNÉiÉà Uà  »ÉÖLÉ©ÉÉÅ{Éà qÖ:LÉ©ÉÉÅ »ÉÉoÉàW 2¾Ò+à, ±ÉeÒ+à Ê{É2ÅlÉ2 2¾àlÉÉ »ÅÉ~ÉÒ{Éà +àHW 
%É³{ÉÉ ~ÉÅLÉÒ. +àHW %É³{ÉÉ ~ÉÅLÉÒ +©Éà »É¿Ö, +àHW %É³{ÉÉ ~ÉÅLÉÒ AelÉÉ ~ÉÅLÉÒ{Éà ©É{Éà Xà´ÉÉ{ÉÒ LÉÚ¥ÉW 
©É\É ~ÉelÉÒ ¾lÉÒ.¾ÅÖ ~ÉiÉ ~ÉÅLÉÒ oÉÉA lÉÉà ©É»lÉÒoÉÒ +ÉHÉ¶É©ÉÉÅ Ae«ÉÉW H2Ò¶É.¾ÅÖ ~ÉiÉ H«ÉÉ2à«É oÉÉGÒ¶ÉW 
{É¾Ò. qÊ2«ÉÉà ~ÉÉ2 H2Ò{Éà, ¾ÅÖ +àG NÉÉ©ÉoÉÒ ¥ÉÒWÉ NÉÉ©É©ÉÉÅ W>¶É, AelÉÉà 2¾Ò¶É, AelÉÉàW 2¾Ò¶É, H«ÉÉ2à«É 
oÉÉHÒ¶ÉW {É¾ÒÅ. ¾ÅÖ ~ÉÉÅW2É©ÉÉÅ lÉÉà. H«ÉÉ2à«É ~ÉÖ2É>¶ÉW {É¾ÒÅ ©É{Éà ~ÉÉÅW2É©ÉÉ ~ÉÖ2É´É´ÉÅÖ W2É«É NÉ©ÉàW {É¾ÒÅ. 
Wà »´ÉlÉÅmÉ 2¾«ÉÉà ¾Éà«É, lÉà{Éà ¥ÉÅyÉ ~ÉÉÅW2É©ÉÉÅ  NÉ©Éà {ÉÉ, {ÉÉ {ÉÉ¾ÅÖ »´ÉlÉÅmÉ UÖÅ +{Éà »´ÉlÉÅmÉW 2¾à´ÉÉ{ÉÉà UÖÅ .

 ©ÉÉiÉ»ÉÉà ©ÉÉ2É ©ÉÉ`à UlÉ©ÉÉÅ +{ÉÉW{ÉÉ qÉiÉÉ {ÉÉL«ÉÉ H2à Uà. +{Éà ¾ÅÖ ¡Éà©ÉoÉÒ qÉiÉÉ SÉi«ÉÉ H2ÅÖ UÅÖ +{Éà 
©ÉÉ2ÉÅ {ÉÉ{ÉÉ ¥É2SÉÉÅ ©ÉÉ`à ~ÉiÉ ¾ÅÖ qÉiÉÉ SÉÉÅSÉ©ÉÉÅ §É2Ò{Éà ±É> XA ¾ÅÖ +{Éà ¥É2SÉÉÅ{Éà ¾ÅÖ LÉÉà2ÉH ~ÉÚ2Éà 
~ÉÉ%ÅÖ. +{Éà §ÉNÉ´ÉÉ{Éà ©ÉÉ2Ò >2UÉ ~ÉÚ2Ò H2Ò ¾ÅÖ LÉÚ¥ÉW LÉÖ¶É UÖÅ. +ÉHÉ¶É©ÉÉÅ Ae«ÉÉW H°ÅÖ UÖÅ . ©É{É H«ÉÉ2à«É 
oÉÉH  ±ÉÉNÉlÉÉà {ÉoÉÒ.  

2ÊSÉlÉ ~ÉÉ2àLÉ
4 ¥É

¾ÅÖ ~ÉÅLÉÒ ¾ÉàA lÉÉà..



+¾ÅHÉ2{Éà +ÉyÉÒ{É ¥É{ÉÒ{Éà, ´«ÉÊHlÉ ¡Él«Éà{ÉÉ wàºÉ{Éà 
+H¥ÉÅyÉ 2ÉLÉÒ{Éà, Àq«É ~É2 ¥ÉÖÊu{ÉÉà H¥ÉXà W©ÉÉ´Éà Uà. 

                   ±ÉÒ±ÉÉU©É  Àq«É{ÉÉ »´ÉÉ©ÉÒ ¥É{«ÉÉ 
2¾à´ÉÖÅ ¾Éà«É lÉÉ,à +¾ÅHÉ2{Éà »ÉlÉlÉ
q¥ÉÉ´ÉlÉÉÅ 2¾Ò{Éà, KÉ©ÉÉ 2ÉLÉlÉÉÅ WÖ+Éà,
KÉ©ÉÉ +É~ÉlÉÉÅ WÖ+Éà +{Éà KÉ©ÉÉ 
©ÉÉÅNÉlÉÉÅ WÖ+Éà.

©ÉÖ»HÉ{É ¶Éàc
10 + 

KÉ©ÉÉ~É{ÉÉ

©ÉÉ yÉ2{ÉÖÅ NÉÉä2´É lÉÉà Ê~ÉlÉÉ yÉ2{ÉÖÅ +Ê»lÉl´É ¾Éà«É Uà. ©ÉÉ{ÉÒ ~ÉÉ»Éà +¸ÉÖ{ÉÒ yÉÉ2É, lÉÉà Ê~ÉlÉÉ ~ÉÉ»Éà 
»ÉÅ«É©É ¾Éà«É Uà. ¥Éà »É©É«É {ÉÅÖ §ÉÉàW{É ©ÉÉ ¥É{ÉÉ´Éà Uà. ~ÉiÉ Y´É{É§É2 {ÉÉ §ÉÉàW{É {ÉÒ ́ «É´É»oÉÉ Ê~ÉlÉÉ H2à 
Uà. Ê~ÉlÉÉ {Éà +É~ÉiÉà »É¾W §ÉÚ±ÉÒ UÒ+àà. H«ÉÉ2àH Xà cÉàH2 ±ÉÉNÉà Hà ´ÉÉNÉà Uà lÉÉà +É~ÉiÉÉ ©ÉÉàÅ©ÉÉÅoÉÒ 
+Éà¾ ©ÉÉ {ÉÒH³à Uà. ~ÉiÉ 2»lÉÉà ~ÉÉ2 H2lÉÉÅ HÉà> ̀ ÄH ~ÉÉ»Éà +É´ÉÒ{Éà ¦ÉàH ©ÉÉ2à, lÉÉà +É~ÉiÉÉ ©ÉÉà©ÉÉÅoÉÒ 
+Éà¾ ¥ÉÉ~É2à, {ÉÒH³Ò WÉ«É Uà. Hà©É Hà {ÉÉ{ÉÉ {ÉÉ{ÉÉ »ÉÅH`Éà ©ÉÉ`à ©ÉÉlÉÉ Uà. ~ÉiÉ ©ÉÉà`É »ÉÅH`Éà +É´ÉàUà 
l«ÉÉ2à Ê~ÉlÉÉ W «ÉÉq +É´Éà Uà.

Ê´ÉÊyÉ NÉÉÅyÉÒ
10 ¥É

Ê~ÉlÉÉ

¥Éà2ÅNÉÒ qÖÊ{É«ÉÉ©ÉÉÅ +àH ¶É¥q NÉÅÖWlÉÉà +à "©ÉÉ'
©ÉÉ2É ¶ÉÉàÊiÉlÉ{ÉÒ »ÉÊ2lÉÉ +à W ©ÉÉ2Ò "©ÉÉ'
¶Éä¶É´É©ÉÉÅ HÉLÉ©ÉÉÅ lÉàeÒ ©É{Éà 
©ÉÉ2É »´É~{ÉÉà »ÉX´ÉlÉÒ +à W ©ÉÉ2Ò "©ÉÉ'
A¥É2ÉoÉÒ +ÉÅNÉ³Ò+à ]É±ÉÒ ©É{Éà,
»ÉÞÊº` qàLÉÉelÉÒ +à W ©ÉÉ2Ò "©ÉÉ' 
~ÉÉàhiÉÒ+à ~É2Ò+Éà{ÉÒ ´ÉÉlÉÉà H¾Ò ©É{Éà,
~É±±ÉÖ©ÉÉÅ ~ÉÉàhÉelÉÒ +à W ©ÉÉ2Ò "©ÉÉ' 
©ÉÉàlÉÒ »É©É ~ÉelÉÉ ´É2»ÉÉqà,
lÉà{ÉÉ ¾ä«ÉÉ ¾ÌºÉlÉ +¸ÉÖ+à ~É±É³lÉÒ +à W ©ÉÉ2Ò "©ÉÉ'
lÉà{ÉÉ +ÅlÉ2{ÉÒ »~ÉÅq{ÉÉ{ÉÒ H±«É{ÉÉ+à
+ÉW ©É{Éà HÊ´É ¥É{ÉÉ´ÉÒ +à W ©ÉÉ2Ò "©ÉÉ'

«Éà¶ÉÉ ¶Éàc
10 ¥É

©ÉÉ
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ÛFFc

ÛFFc�õFkæFW¼ÎFF�ùY,�ÚFFæFÎFF�ùY,�EùõFFõF�ùY�ÛFFc
ÛFFc�¡FUæFÎF�=W+�×[+áFFWk�ÛFWk�&F]èFÙF[�=+F�æFFõF�ùY�ÛFFc

ÞFW¶FW�CJ�ÙF˜˜FFWk�=+F�&F]èFÎF]ÛFF�ÑFFáFÎFF�ùY�ÛFFc
ÛFàõ»FáF�ÛFWk�ÎF¼U�ÜFF�ÛFU*F-õFF�¤FÞÎFF�ùY�ÛFFc

áFFWÞU�ùY,�;FU¶F�ùY,�ÑÜFFÞU-õFU�»FFÑF�ùY�ÛFFc
ÑF[¡FF�=+U�»FFáFU�ùY,�ÛFk·FFW�=+F�¡FFÑF�ùY�ÛFFc

EFc&FFWk�=+F�PõFõF=+¶FF�CEF�P=+ÎFFÞF�ùYk�ÛFFc
;FFáFFWk�ÑFÞ�ÑFÑÑFU�ùY,�ÛFÛF¶FF�=+U�ÍFFÞF�ùY�ÛFFc

¤F]áFõF¶FW�P¼ÎFFWk�ÛFWk�=+FWÜFáF�=+U�ÙFFWáFU�ùY�ÛFFc
ÛFWkù¼U�ùY,�=]+ÛF=]+ÛF�ùY,�PõFk¼[Þ�=+U�ÞFWáFU�ùY�ÛFFc

=+áFÛF�ùY,�¼æFF¶F�ùY,�õÜFFùU�ùY�ÛFFc
ÑFÞÛFF¶ÛFF�=+U�õæFÜFk�J=+�;FæFFùU�ùY�ÛFFc

¶ÜFF;F�ùY,�¶FÑFõÜFF�ùY,�õFWæFF�ùY�ÛFFc
×[c+=+�õFW�*k°F�P=+ÜFF�CEF�=+áFWæFF�ùY�ÛFFc

EÎF]òFÎF�ùY,�õFFÍFÎFF�ùY,�¡FUæFÎF�=+F�ùæFÎF�ùY�ÛFFc
P¡Fks¼;FU�ùY,�ÛF]ùááFW�ÛFWk�EF¶ÛFF�=+F�ÚFæFÎF�ùY�ÛFFc

˜F[°sU�æFFáFW�ùF»FFWk�ÑFÞ�ÛF¡FÙF[¶F�=k+ÍFFWk�=+F�ÎFFÛF�ùY�ÛFFc
=+FèFU�ùY,�=+FÙFF�ùY,�˜FFÞFWk�ÍFFÛF�ùY�ÛFFc

P˜Fk¶FF�ùY,�ÜFF¼�ùY,�Pù˜F=+U�ùY
ÛFFc�ÙF˜˜FFWk�=+U�˜FFW©�ÑFÞ�PõFõF=+¶FU�ùY—

¼WèF�=+U�ÞFñdUÜF�ÚFFðFF�ùY�Pùk¼U
ùÞ�¼WèFæFFõFU�=+F�õFÛÛFFÎF�ùY�Pùk¼U
ÒWÛF�ÚFFæF�õFW�GõF�ÚFFðFF�ÎFW
ÙFF=+U�õFÚFU�=+X�EÑFÎFFÜFF�ùY
¼WèFU,�PæF¼WèFU�ùX�ÜFF�=+XGa
õFÙF=W+�èFÙ¼Xk�=+X�PÛFáFFÜFF�ùY
õFkPæFÍFFÎF�=+U�õF[˜FU�ÛFWk�ÚFU
ÞF¡FÚFFðFF�=+F�¼¡FFa�ÑFFÜFF�ùY
14�PõF¶FkÙFÞ�=+F�ÛFù¶æF
ùÞ�P=+õFU�=+X�õFÛF¤FFÎFF�ùY
ùÛF�ùYk�Pùk¼U�GõFÑFÞ�;FæFa�ùY
ÜFW�õFÙF=+X�ÙF¶FáFFÎFF�ùY
õ=[+áF,�=+FgáFW¡F�ùX�ÜFF�¼rØ¶FÞ
Pùk¼U�=+F�HÑFÜFX;F�PõF&FáFFÎFF�ùY
GõF�ÚFFðFF�=+U�J=+�¼]&F�ÚFÞU�=+ùFÎFU�ùY
Pùk¼U�ÚFFðFF�ùX�;FGa�=+ÛF
¼]PÎFÜFF�Ek;FeWr¡FU�=+U�¼UæFFÎFU�ùY
Pùk¼U�=+U�PÙFk¼U�ÎFF�=+Þ=W+�GõF=+F�ÛFFÎF�ÙF³sFÎFF�ùY
EÑFÎFU�GõF�ÚFFðFF�=+F�;FZÞæF�¼XÙFFÞF�ùÛFWk�ÙFÎFFÎFF�ùY
õFÚFU�PÛFáF=+Þ�EF¡F�&FFJc�J=+�=+õFÛF�
Pùk¼U�P¼æFõF�=W+�ÛFù¶æF�=+X�ÙF³sFJc;FW�EÙF�ùÛF—

Pùk¼U�P¼æFõF...¡FFÎFW�ÛFù¶æF�=+X

P¡Fsk¼;FU

¼¼a�=Y+õFF�ÚFU�ùFW�EFc&F�ÎFÛF�ÎF�=+ÞFW,
ÞF¶F�=+FáFU�õFùU�;FÛF�ÎF�=+ÞFW—
J=+�PõF¶FFÞF�ÙFÎF=+Þ�¡F;FÛF;FF¶FW�ÞùFW,
P¡Fks¼;FU�ÛFWk�õF¼F�ÛF]õ=]+ÞF¶FW�ÞùFW—
ÙFFc©ÎFU�ùY�E;FÞ�¶FFW,�ÙFFc©�áFFW�ùÞ�&F]èFU,
;FÛF�ÎF�¡FFPùÞ�=+ÞFW,�¶F]ÛF�P=+õFU�ÑFÞ�=+ÚFU—
P¼áF�=+U�;FùÞFGa�ÛFWk�;FÛF�š]ÑFF¶FW�ÞùFW,
P¡Fsk¼;FU�ÛFWk�õF¼F�ÛF]õ=]+ÞF¶FW�ÞùFW
Gè=+�EÎFÛFFWáF�ùY�&FFW�ÎF�¼WÎFF�=+ùUk,
HÎF=+U�ùÞ�ÙF[c¼�ùY�ÛFFWP¶FÜFFWk-õFU�ùcõFU—
HÎF=+FW�ùÞ�EFc&F�õFW�¶F]ÛF�˜F]ÞF¶FW�ÞùFW,
P¡Fsk¼;FU�ÛFWk�õF¼F�ÛF]õ=]+ÞF¶FW�ÞùFW—
ÛFõFáFW�=+ÛF�=+ÞFW�P¼áF�PÛFáFF¶FW�ÞùFW,
P¡Fsk¼;FU�ÛFWk�õF¼F�ÛF]õ=]+ÞF¶FW�ÞùFW—

PæFèFF&FF�;F]Ñ¶FF
PèFP‡F=+F,�Pùk¼U�PæFÚFF;F

¼UÑFFÜFÎF�ÙFPÎF=+
=+‡FF�9E

ÞWÜFF�=+áF;F]©h=+Þ
=+‡FF�6ÙF



PÑF¶FF

PÑF¶FF�¡FUæFÎF�ùY,�õFÙFáF�ùY,�èFPƒ¶F�ùY,
PÑF¶FF�õF_Pñ�=W+�PÎFÛFFaµF�=+U�EPÚFæÜFPƒ¶F�ùY

PÑF¶FF�I+c;FáFU�ÑF=+°sW�ÙF˜˜FW�=+F�õFùFÞF�ùY
PÑF¶FF�=+ÚFU�=]+š�&F©h©F,�=+ÚFU�&FFÞF�ùY

PÑF¶FF�ÑFFáFÎF�ùY,�ÑFFWðFµF�ùY,�ÑFPÞæFFÞ�=+F�EÎF]èFFõFÎF�ùY,
PÑF¶FF�ÍFZkõF�õFW�˜FáFÎFW�æFFáFF�ÒWÛF�=+F�ÒèFFõFÎF�ùY

PÑF¶FF�ÞFW©U�ùYk,�=+ÑF°sF�ùY,�ÛF=+FÎF�ùY
PÑF¶FF�šFW©W�õFW�ÑFPÞ¼FWk�=+F�ÙF°sF�EFõFÛFFÎF�ùY

PÑF¶FF�EÒ¼PèFa¶F�EÎFk¶F�ÑÜFFÞ�ùY
PÑF¶FF�ùY�¶FFW�ÙF˜˜FFWk�=+FW�Gk¶F¡FsFÞ�ùY�

PÑF¶FF�õFW�ùU�ÙF˜˜FFWk�=W+�³WÞ�õFFÞW�õFÑFÎFW�ùYk
PÑF¶FF�ùY�¶FFW�ÙFFr¡FFÞ�=W+�õFÙF�P&FáFZÎFW�EÑFÎFW�ùYk

PÑF¶FF�õFW�ÑFPÞæFFÞ�ÛFWk�ÒP¶FÑFáF�ÞF;F�ùY
PÑF¶FF�õFW�ùU�ÛFFc�=+U�PÙFk¼U�EZÞ�õF]ùF;F�ùY—

EFÎFÎ¼

EFGa�;FÛFUa�CJ�õFÚFU�ÙFW˜FYÎF
PÛFáF¶FF�ÎFùUk�P=+õFU�=+X�˜FYÎF

õFÚFU�P˜FááFF¶FW�ÑFFÎFU�ÑFFÎFU
õFÚFU�=+X�PÛFáF¶FU�ÞùU�ùYÞFÎFU

ÑFk&FF�áFW�õFÙF�=+XGa�¤FáF¶FW
¶FFáF�¶FáFYÜFF�ÛFWk�=+Ga�¶FYÞ¶FW

=+Ga�&FX¡F¶FW�ÑFW°s�=+U�šFÜFF
=+ùFc�PÛFáF¶FU�èFFkP¶F�=+U�=+FÜFF

áF[�˜FáF¶FU�;FÛFUa�ÛFWk�ÙFFùÞ
áFX;F�ÚFÜFÚFU¶F�fFÞ�=W+�ÚFU¶FÞ

õFÙF�=W+�ÛFÎF�ÛFWk�æFðFFa�=+U�EFèFF
PÛFáFW;FU�ÎFùUk�P=+õFU�=+X�PÎFÞFèFF

ÑF[ÞÙF�õFW�G¶FÎFW�ÛFWk�EFGa
*k°U�ùæFF�&F]èFU�ÚFÞ�áFFGa

ÙFF¼áF�õFW�šF�;FÜFF�EF=+FèF
õFÙF�=W+�B¼ÜF�õFW�;FÜFF�ù¶FFèF

PÙF¡FáFU�;FÞ¡FU�æFðFFa�EFGa
õFÙF=W+�ÛFc]ù�ÑFÞ�&F]PèFÜFFc�šFGak

¤FÛF�¤FÛF�¤FÛF�=+Þ�æFðFFa
¡FUæFXk�=+F�P¼áF�ÙFC¶F�ùU�ùðFFa

ÙF˜˜FW�ùYk�&F]èF,�ÙF[³sW�ùYk�&F]èF
P=+õFFÎFXk�=+U�&F]èFU�ùU�&F]èFU

ÑFFÜFF�ùÛFÎFW�&FFWÜFF�EFÎFÎ¼
PÛFáFÎFW�áF;FF�ÑFÞÛFFÎFÎ¼

PÒkõFU�õF˜F¼WæF
=+‡FF�7E

ÙFW©U�ùÛFFÞU

�&F]èFU�õFW�EFc&FW�šáF=+U-šáF=+U,
áF;F¶FF�ùY�ÙFF¶F�ùY�=+áF�=+U,
šFW©U-õFU�EÑFÎFU�¼]PÎFÜFF�»FU,�
ÎFÎùU�-�õFU�EÑFÎFU�;F]P°sÜFF�»FU—
ÙFU¶F�;FÜFF�ÙF˜FÑFÎF�...

EÙF�æFFW�EÑFÎFW�fFÞ�¡FFÜFW;FU,
ùÛF=+FW�ÜFF¼�ÙFC¶F�EFJ;FU,
;F[c¡FW;FU�HõF=+U�ÛF]õ=+FÎFWk,
P=+¶FÎFU�ùÛF=+FW�¶F°sÑFFÜFW;FU
ÛFFÎFW;FF�ÎFF�ÛFÎF,�=Y+õFU�ùY�ÜFW�HáF¤FÎF�...

áFWP=+ÎF�ùY�ÜFW�ÙFF¶F�&F]èFU�=+U,
P¼ÎF�ùY�&F]èFU�=+F,
ÞF¶F�&F]èFU�=+U,�fFÞ�ÛFWk�ÙFÞõFFÜFW;FU
ùÞ�ÑFáF�ÙFÞõFF¶F�&F]èFU�=+U�
HõF�fFÞ�-�EFc;FÎF�ÛFkW
ÛFù=W+;FF�HõFõFW�ùÞ�ÙFcÍFÎF�
ÙFW©U�ùY�ÑÜFFÞF�ÍFÎF—

¼UÑFFÜFÎF�ÙFPÎF=+
=+‡FF�9E

PÛFPùÞ�¼XèFU
=+‡FF�9E



¼FWõ¶FU�ùÛFFÞW�¡FUæFÎF�=+F�J=+�ÛFù¶æFÑF[µFa�PùõõFF�ùY—�ÜFù�¼FW�ÜFF�EPÍF=+�áFFW;FFWk�=W+�ÙFU˜F�EFÑFõF�=+F�PÞè¶FF�ùY—�¼FWõ¶FU�J=+�ÑFFÞõÑFPÞ=+�
ÙFkÍFÎF�=+F�ÛF¡FÙF[¶F�àÑF�ùY—�¼FWõ¶FU�=+ÞÎFF�ÙFC¶F�EFõFFÎF�ùY�ÑFÞ�HõFW�PÎFÚFFÎFF�ÙFC¶F�ÛF]Pè=+áF�ùY—�J=+�õF˜˜FW�¼FWõ¶F�=W+�PÙFÎFF�æÜFPƒ¶F�
E=W+áFF�ùFW�¡FF¶FF�ùY�EZÞ�õF˜˜FW�¼FWõ¶F�PÛFáFÎFF�ÛF]Pè=+áF�ùY—�õF]¼FÛFF�EZÞ�=_+ðµFF�=+U�¼FWõ¶F�J=+�õF˜˜FU�¼FWõ¶FU�=+F�H¼FùÞµF�ùY—�
J=+�¼FWõ¶F�=+U�õFk;FP¶F�=+F�ÛFÎF]ðÜF�ÑFÞ�ÙFC¶F�ÒÚFFæF�ÑF°s¶FF�ùY—�GõFPáFJ�ùÛFWk�õFFW˜F-õFÛF¤F=+Þ�E˜šW�õFkõ=+FÞ�æFFáFW�æÜFPƒ¶F�õFW�¼FWõ¶FU�
=+ÞÎFU�˜FPùÜFW—�õF˜˜FF�¼FWõ¶F�õF]&F-¼]&F�=+F�õFF»FU�ùFW¶FF�ùY�EZÞ�õF¼YæF�ùÛFWk�;FáF¶F�=+FÛF�ÛFkW�ÞFW=+¶FF�ùY—�¼Xõ¶FU�ùÛFWèFF�ÙFÎFU�ÞùW,�
GõF=W+�PáFJ�ùÛFWèFF�ÒÜF¶ÎFèFUáF�ÞùÎFF�˜FFPùJ,�P¡FõF�Ò=+FÞ�ÑFZÍFW�=+X�¡FUPæF¶F�Þ&FÎFW�=W+�PáFJ�õFùÜFFW;F�EZÞ�õFùÎFèFPƒ¶F�=+U�
EFæFèÜF=+¶FF�ùFW¶FU�ùY—

õF˜˜FW�PÛF·F�=+U�ÑFù˜FFÎF�ÛF]õFUÙF¶F�ÛFWk�ùFW¶FU�ùY—�E¶FO�¼FWõ¶FU�EÎFÛFXáF�ùFW¶FU�ùY�EZÞ�ùÛFWk�õFùU�ÛFF;Fa�ÑFÞ�̃ FáFÎFW�ÛFWk�õFùFÜF¶FF�=+Þ¶FU�ùY—�
GõFPáFJ�ùÛFkW�¼FWõ¶F�=+U�EFæFèÜF=+¶FF�ùX¶FU�ùY—

¼FWõ¶FU

EÑFÎFF�õFF»FU,�õFùFÜF=+�EZÞ�èF]ÚF�P˜Fk¶F=+�PÛF·F�=+ùáFF¶FF�ùY—�ÛFÎF]ðÜF�=W+�¡FUæFÎF�ÛFWk�PÛF·F�=+F�ÙF°sF�ÛFù¶æF�ùX¶FF�ùY—�PÛF·FXk�=W+�õæFÚFFæF�
õFW�ùU�æÜFPƒ¶F�=+U�ÑFù˜FFÎF�ùX¶FU�ùY—�E¶FO�õFÛFF¡F�=W+�Ò¶ÜFW=+�æÜFPƒ¶F�=+X�õFX˜F�õFÛF¤F=+Þ�PÛF·F�ÙFÎFFÎFF�̃ FFPùJ—�PÛF·FXk�=W+�̃ F]ÎFFæF�ÑFÞ�
ùU�¡FUæFÎF�=+U�õF×+áF¶FF�PÎFÚFaÞ�=+Þ¶FU�ùY—�õFFÍFFÞµF¶FO�PÛF·F�¼X�¶FÞù�=W+�ùX¶FW�ùYk�õF]PÛF·F�EZÞ�=]+PÛF·F—

õF˜˜FF�PÛF·F�æFùUk�=+ùáFF¶FF�ùY�¡FX�¼]O&F�ÛFWk�¶FùW�P¼áF�õFW�õFùFÜF¶FF�=+ÞW—�EÑFÎFW�ÑFæFa¶F�=W+�õFÛFFÎF�ÙF°sW�¼]O&F�=+X�ÍF[áF�=W+�õFÛFFÎF�¶F]˜š�
¡FFÎFW�EZÞ�EÑFÎFW�PÛF·F�=W+�ÍF[áF�=W+�õFÛFFÎF�¶F]˜š�¼]O&F�=+X�ÑFæFa¶F�=W+�õFÛFFÎF�ÙF°sF�¡FFÎF=+Þ�HõF=W+�PÎFæFFÞµF�=W+�PáFJ�õF¼F�õFæFa¼F������
ÞùW—�õF˜˜FF�PÛF·F�EÑFÎFW�PÛF·F�=+X�;FáF¶F�ÞFù�ÑFÞ�̃ FáF¶FW�CJ�ÚFU�ÎFùUk�¼W&F�õF=+¶FF�ùY—�¡FÙF�¶F=+�æFù�EÑFÎFW�PÛF·F�=+X�õFùU�ÛFF;Fa�ÑFÞ�
ÎFùUk�áFW�¡FF¶FF,�¶FÙF�¶F=+�HõFW�˜FYÎF�ÎFùUk�PÛFáF¶FF�ùY—�æFù�EÑFÎFW�PÛF·F�=W+�;F]µFXk�=+X�¶FX�õFÙFõFW�=+ù¶FF�ùY�EZÞ�HõF=W+�EæF;F]µFXk�=+X�
PšÑFF¶FF�ùY—

õF˜˜FF�PÛF·F

PæFèFWðF�ÙFFkP*ÜFF
=+‡FF�8E

ÛFYk�EFØ×+FÎF�EFáFÛF�PõF¼h¼=+U�=+‡FF�4�ÙFU�¡FU�G�JõF�õ=[�áF�ÛFWk�PæF;F¶F�=+Ga�æFðFXa�õFW�ÑF³s�ÞùF�Dc—�Ò»FÛF�P¼ÎF�=+F�ÜFF¼;FFÞ�‡FµF�ÛFWÞW�
r¡FùÎF�ÛFWk�EÙF�¶F=+�ÛFZ¡F[¼�ùY—�ÜFù�EPæFõÛFÞµFUÜF�ùY—�ÛF]¤FW�ÜFF¼�ùY�P=+�ÛFYk�õF]ÙFù�¡Fá¼U�¡FF;F�;FÜFF�EZÞ�PæFÃFáFÜF�=W+�PáFJ�¶FYÜFFPÞÜFcF�
=+ÞÎFW�áF;FF—�ÛFYk�ÙFC¶F�ùU�H¶õF]=+�EZÞ�H¶FFæFáFF�»FF—�¡FÙF�EÑFÎFU�=+‡FF�=+U�˜FZ&F©�ÑFÞ�EÑFÎFF�ÑFùáFF�=+¼ÛF�Þ&FF�¶FX�ÛFYkÎFW�
EÑFPÞP˜F¶F�̃ FWùÞXk�=+X�ÙF°sW�;FZÞ�õFW�PÎFùFÞF—�PèF‡F=+�EZÞ�šF·FFJc�ÛFWÞW�PáFJ�E¡FÎFÙFU�»FW—�¡FÙF�ÛFYkÎFW�=+‡FF�ÛFWk�ÒæFWèF�P=+ÜFF,�¶FÙF�ÛFYk�
fFÙFÞF�õFF�;FÜFF�»FF—�;F]ß¡FÎFXk�¶F»FF�õFùÑFFP*ÜFXk�=W+�ÛFU*W�EZÞ�ÒWÛFÑF[µFa�EF˜FÞµF�ÎFW�ÛFWÞF�H¶õFFù�ÙF³sFÜFF—�ÛFWÞU�fFÙFÞFù©�áF]Ñ¶F�ùX�
;FÜFU—�ÛFÍÜFFA�¡FáFÑFFÎF�EÑFÎFW�õFùÑFFP*ÜFXk�=W+�õFF»F�=+ÞÎFW�=W+�ÙFF¼�ÛF]¤FW�&F]èFU�=+U�EÎF]ÚF[P¶F�CGa—�EáÑFFæF=+FèF�=W+�ÙFF¼�áF;FF¶FFÞ�
¶FUÎF�=+‡FFJc�áFU�;FGak—�š]ªU�=+U�fFk©U�ÙF¡FÎFW�=W+�ÑFè˜FF¶F�ÑFùáFW�¶FX�ÛFYk�EÑFÎFW�¼Xõ¶FXk�=+X�šX°s=+Þ�¡FFÎFW�ÑFÞ�H¼FõF�ùX�;FÜFF�ÑFÞ�P×+Þ�GõF�
ÙFF¶F�õFW�ÛFYk�ÒõFÎÎF�»FF�P=+�E;FáFW�P¼ÎF�õFW�ÛF]¤FW�ÞX¡Fs�ÜFùFc�EFÎFF�ùY—�PæFÃFáFÜF�=+F�ÜFù�ÑFùáFF�P¼æFõF�EF¡F�ÚFU�ÛFWÞW�ÛFPõ¶Fð=+�ÛFWk�
¶FÞX¶FF¡FsF�ùY�EZÞ�ùÛFWèFF�ÞùW;FF—�GõFW�¼[õFÞXk�=+X�æFPµFa¶F�=+ÞÎFW�ÑFÞ�ÛF]¤FW�&F]èFU�=+U�EÎF]ÚF[P¶F�ùX¶FU�ùY—�ÛF]¤FW�ÜFùFc�=+F�EÎF]èFFõFÎF,�õFF×+�
õF]»FÞFÑFÎF,�=+áFF=_+P¶F�EZÞ�ÑF³sFÎFW�=+F�¶FÞU=+F�EP¶F�H¸FÛF�áF;FF—

EPæFõÛFÞµFUÜF�ÑFáF

EFØ×+FÎF�EFáFÛF�PõF¼h¼=+U
=+‡FF�5E

ÎFUÞ¡F�èFFù
=+‡FF�5ÙF



=]+š�P¼ÎF�ÑFùáFW�ùÛFÎFW�ÞXèFÎFU�=+F�¶ÜFXùFÞ�¼UÑFFæFáFU�ÛFÎFFÜFF—�GõF�¶ÜFXùFÞ�=+U�ÛFÎFFÎFW�=+F�ÛF[áF�=+FÞµF�ùY�õF]&F�õFÛF_PÊ�=+U�=+FÛFÎFF—�
áFWP=+ÎF�EFÍF]PÎF=+¶FF�=W+�ÑFUšW�ÚFF;F¶FW�CJ�áFX;F�ÜFW�ÚF[áF�̃ F]=W+�ùYk�P=+�P¡FõF�EFP¶FèFÙFF¡FU�ÑFÞ,�PÙFÎFF�õFX˜FW�õFÛF¤FW�G¶FÎFF�&F˜Fa�P=+ÜFF,�
HõFÎFW�ùæFF�ÛFWk�JWõFF�¡FùÞ�fFXáFF�P=+�=+XGa�õF]&F�õFÛF_PÊ�=W+�õFF»F�EFÞX;ÜF�ÞùÎFW�=+U�õFX˜FW�ÚFU�¶FX�=Y+õFW?�J=+�¶FÞ×+�ÚFFÞ¶F�=+U�G¶FÎFU�
ÙF°sU�EFÙFF¼U�=W+�=]+š�PùõõFW�ÛFWk�¼UÑFFæFáFU�=W+�P¼ÎF�ÚFU�ÙFC¶F�õFFÞW�fFÞXk�ÛXk�˜F[áFùWk�ÚFU�ÎFùUk�¡FáFW�ùXk;FW�¶FX�¼UÜFF�¡FáFFÎFW�=+U�=+ZÎF�
õFX˜FW—�æFùUk�¼[õFÞU�¶FÞ×+�ÛFcù;FFGa�ÎFW�¶FX�EáF;F�ùU�·FFPù�ÛF˜FF�=+Þ�Þ&FU�ùY—�=+ÚFU�ùÛFFÞW�¼WèF�ÛFWk�ÎFFÞF�;F[c¡FF�=+Þ¶FF�»FF-�oP¡FÜFX�¼WèF�
=W+�PáFJ�EZÞ�ÛFÞX�¼WèF�=W+�PáFJp—�ÑFÞ�õFÛFÜF�ÙF¼áFF�EZÞ�ÎFFÞF�ÚFU�ÙF¼áFF�;FÜFF—�EF¡F�=+F�ÎFFÞF�ùX�;FÜFF�ùY�P¡FÜFX�ÑFW©�=W+�PáFJ�EZÞ�
ÛFÞX�èFXùÞ¶F�=W+�PáFJ—�J=+�¶FÞ×+�¡FùFc�ÛFùc;FFGa�ÎFW�¡FUÎFF�¼]áFaÚF�=+Þ�P¼ÜFF�ùY�æFùUk�¼[õFÞU�¶FÞ×+�=+ÞX°sXk�=W+�ÑF©F&FW�ùæFF�ÛFWk�¡FáFF�P¼J�
;FJ—�J=+�EÎF]ÛFFÎF�=W+�ÛF]¶FFPÙF=+�GõF�¼UÑFFæFáFU�ÛFWk�=+ÞUÙF�̃ FFáFUõF�=+ÞX°s�=W+�ÑF©F&FW�̃ FáFFJ�;FJ,�G¶FÎFU�ÙF°sU�Þ=+ÛF�E;FÞ�=]+š�
;FÞUÙFXk�=+F�¡FUæFÎF�õ¶FÞ�H*FÎFW�ÛFWk�&F˜Fa�=+U�¡FF¶FU�¶FX�=+Ga�fFÞ�ÞXèFÎF�ùX�¡FF¶FW—�J=+�;FÞUÙF�¼WèF�ÛFWk�ÍFÎF�=+F�JWõFF�¼]àÑFÜFX;F�P=+õFU�ÚFU�
¶FÞU=W+�õFW�ÛFÎFXÞk¡FÎF�EZÞ�&F]PèFÜFFc�ÛFÎFFÎFW�=+F�¶FÞU=+F�ÎFùUk�ÛFFÎFF�¡FF�õF=+¶FF�ùY—�ÑF©F&FXk�õFW�¡FX�æFFÜF]�EZÞ�ÍæFPÎF�Ò¼[ðFµF�CEF,�
HõF=+U�ÚFU�P×+=e+�P=+õFU�=+X�ÎFùUk—�¶ÜFXùFÞ�EFÑFõFU�ÛFWáF-¡FXáF�EZÞ�õFFÛF[Pù=+¶FF�=W+�PáFJ�ÛFÎFFJ�¡FF¶FW�ùYk�ÑFÞ�EFÍF]PÎF=+¶FF�ÛFWk�áFX;F�
¶ÜFXùFÞ�=+X�EÑFÎFU�õFÛF_PÊ�P¼&FFÎFW�=+F�¡FPÞÜFF�õFÛF¤FÎFW�áF;FW�ùYk—�fFÞ�=+U�õF¡FFæF©�EZÞ�EFP¶FèFÙFF¡FU�ÑFÞ�=+ZÎF�P=+¶FÎFF�&F˜Fa�=+Þ�
ÞùF�ùY�GõF=+U�P˜Fk¶FF�õFÙF=+X�Þù¶FU�ùY�ÑFÞ�GõFõFW�P=+¶FÎFF�ÎF]=+õFFÎF�ùY�EZÞ�P=+õFW�ÎF]=+õFFÎF�ùX;FF?�ÜFW�ÚFU�¶FX�=+XGa�õFX˜FW—

=+ÞX°sXk�=+U�¼UÑFFæFáFU

ÍFYÜFa�æFXÞF
=+‡FF�8ÙF

You didn’t make 
it disappear 
you just ate it.

TA DA!I M gonna make this

apple disappear

Oh
Boy!

Oops! I
thought it
was magic

Oops!

Plus, thats not
even a magicians

hat. Its an
Abraham Lincoln

hat!

CREIGHTON THE CRETIN-BYSUDHANSH TRIPATHI

Hey, is it

true that

an apple a

day keeps

the doctor away?

YES

8A

Then please

give me

an apple

immediately

Why

When I was

playing cricket,

the ball which

I had shot hit

Dr Dixit’s

Window and now

the angry Dr is after me.

You are

such a

fool

Riddhi Shah, 6AChandni Mahapatra, 9A



ÙFFÍFFEXk�õFW�°ÞX�ÎFùUk�HõF=W+�ÑFFÞ�¡FFEX�O-

ùÛF�õFÚFU�=+X�ÜFù�ÑF¶FF�ùYk�P=+�ùÛF�¡FÙF�ÚFU�=+XGa�ÙF°sF�=+FÛF�=+ÞÎFW�¡FF¶FW�ùYk�¶FX�ùÛFFÞW�ÞFõ¶FW�ÛFWk�=+Ga�ÙFFÍFFJc�EF¶FU�ùY—�ùÞ�ÛFÎF]ðÜF�EÑFÎFW�
=+FÛF�ÛFWk�EFÎFWæFFáFW�ÙFFÍFFEXk�=W+�PáFJ�¶FYÜFFÞ�Þù¶FF�ùY—�¡FX�æÜFPƒ¶F�¶FYÜFFÞ�ÎFùUk�ùX¶FF,�HõFW�EÑFÎFW�=+FÛF�ÛFWk�ÎF]=+õFFÎF�¡FàÞ�ùX¶FF�ùYk—�

¡FÙF�ÚFU�=+XGa�æÜFPƒ¶F�ÎFÜFF�=+FÛF�èF]ß�=+Þ¶FFùY�¶FX�HõFW�ùÛFWèFF�ÜFù�ÚFÜF�ùX¶FF�ùY�P=+�HõF=W+�=+FÛF�ÛFWk�=+XGa�ÙFFÍFF�EF�õF=+¶FU�ùY—�JWõFF�
=+XGa�æÜFPƒ¶F�ÎFùUk�ùY�¡FX�ÎFÜFF�=+FÛF�èF]ß�=+ÞÎFW�õFW�°Þ¶FF�ÎFùUk�ùY—�ÑFÞ,�ùÛFWk�=+ÚFU�ÚFU�ÙFFÍFF�EXk�õFW�°ÞÎFF�ÎFùUk�̃ FFPùJ—�ùÛFWk�ÙFFÍFF�=+F�
õFFÛFÎFF�=+ÞÎFF�̃ FFPùJ—�ÛFYk�ùÛFWèFF�ÜFùU�ÛFFÎF¶FU�Dc�P=+�ùÛFWk�ÙFFÍFFEXk�=+F�°©=+Þ�õFFÛFÎFF�=+ÞÎFF�̃ FFPùJ—�¡FX�æÜFPƒ¶F�ÛF]Pè=+áFXk�=+F�
õFFÛFÎFF�=+ÞW;FF�æFùUk�¡FUæFÎF�ÛFWk�õF×+áF¶FF�ÒFÑ¶F�=+Þ�ÑFFJ;FF—�ÙFFÍFFJc�æÜFPƒ¶F�=+X�°ÞFÎFW�=W+�PáFJ�ùX¶FU�ùYk,�¡FX�HÎFõFW�°ÞW;FF�ÎFùUk�æFù�ùÞ�
õF×+áF¶FF�=+X�ÑFF�áFW;FF—

;F]ÎF�èFFù
=+‡FF�5E

ÛFWÞW�PæF¼hÜFFáFÜF�=+F�ÎFFÛF�¼�ÙFU�¡FU�Ga�JõF�(EFG.õFU.JõF.Ga)�ùY—�ÛFWÞW�PæF¼hÜFFáFÜF�=+F�ÚFæFÎF�ÙFC¶F�PæFèFFáF�ùY—�GõFÛFWk�30�=+ÛFÞW�ùkY—�
ùÛFFÞW�&FWáFÎFW�=W+�PáFJ�J=+�ÛFY¼FÎF�ÚFU�ùY�ùÛFFÞW�PæF¼hÜFFáFÜF�ÛFWk�J=+�ÑF]õ¶F=+FáFÜF�ùY�P¡FõFÛFWk�õFÚFU�PæFðFÜFFWk�=+U�ÑF]õ¶F=Wk+�ùYk—�GÎF�ÑF]õ¶F=+FWk�
=+FW�ùÛF�ÑF³sÎFW�=W+�PáFJ�áFW�õF=+¶FW�ùYk—�ÑF]õ¶F=+FáFÜF�ÛFWk�õFÛFF˜FFÞ�ÑF·F�EZÞ�=]+š�ÙFFáF�ÑFP·F=+FJc�ÚFU�EF¶FU�ùkY—�ÛF]¤FW�EÑFÎFF�PæF¼hÜFFáFÜF�
ÙFC¶F�E˜šF�áF;F¶FF�ùY—

ÛFWÞW�¡FUæFÎF�=+F�EF¼èFa�ÛFWÞU�ÙFùÎF�ùYk—�æFù�ùÞ�ÛF]õFUÙF¶F�ÛFWk�ÛFWÞU�ÛF¼¼�=+Þ¶FU�ùY—�æFù�ÞX¡Fs�õF]ÙFù�ÛF]¤FW�H*F¶FU�ùY—�æFù�ÛFWÞW�;F_ù�=+FÜFa�
EZÞ�ÑF³sFGa�ÛFWk�ÚFU�ÛF¼¼�=+Þ¶FU�ùY—�¡FÙF�ÛFYk�šX©U�»FU�¶FX�æFù�ÛFWÞW�õFF»F�ÙFC¶F�&FWáF¶FU�»FU�EZÞ�EÙF�ÚFU�&FWáF¶FU�ùY—�ùÛFFÞW�ÙFU˜F�ùcõFU�
ÛFr¡FF=+�ùX¶FF�Þù¶FF�ùY—�ÑFÞ�ùÛFFÞW�ÙFU˜F�¤F;F°sW�ÚFU�ùX¶FW�ùYk—�ÑFÞ�ùÛF�HÎùWk�õF]áF¤FF�áFW¶FW�ùYk—�æFù�ÛFWÞU�¼Xõ¶F�¡FYõFU�ùY—�æFù�ÛF]¤FW�ùÞ�J=+�
ÙFF¶F�ÒWÛF�õFW�õFÛF¤FF¶FU�ùY—�æFù�ÑF³sFGa�ÛFWk�ÚFU�ÙFC¶F�ùXPèFÜFFÞ�ùY—�ÛFYk�ÙFC¶F�ÚFF;ÜFèFFáFU�Dc�P=+�ÛF]¤FW�G¶FÎFU�E˜šU�ÙFùÎF�PÛFáFU—�æFù�
ÙFC¶F�ÑÜFFÞU�ùY—�ÛF]¤FW�HõF=+U�EF¼¶FXk�õFW�ÙFC¶F�=]+š�õFU&FÎFW�=+X�PÛFáF¶FF�ùY—

ÍFe]æFU�ÛFWù¶FF
=+‡FF�5E

ÛFWÞU�ÙFùÎF,�ÛFWÞU�EF¼èFa

ÛFù=+�èFÛFaF
=+‡FF�2E

ÛFWÞF�PæF¼hÜFFáFÜF

Our	greatest	weakness	lies	in	giving	up.	
The	most	certain	way	to	succeed	is	always	to	try	just	one	more	time.

-Thomas	A.	Edison

Curiosity	is	the	wick	in	the	candle	of	learning.	

-William	A.	Ward

ÙFFÍFFEXk�õFW�°ÞX�ÎFùUk�HõF=W+�ÑFFÞ�¡FFEX



Visit to Taaza TV : 19th and 22nd August 2016
The students of class 6B went for a class visit to The Taaza TV. They were taken to the different 
recording rooms and the main studio from where all the shows are aired on Television. 
Thereafter they were shown the procedure of Sound Recording and Mixing in the studio. We 
were shown the recording of news. The students enjoyed a lot. It was an enriching experience 
both for the students and the teachers. The students were given an opportunity to record live. 
They thoroughly enjoyed the experience.

Visit to the Indian Museum: 28 September 2016.
 The students of class 5B went to the Indian Museum for class visit. A guide from the museum 
accompanied the students and briefed them about the various sections of the Museum. The 
students were very excited to see the Egyptian room where they got a chance to see the real 
mummy. The other sections visited were Human evolution room, rocks and minerals room, mask 
room, human evolution section, archaeology section etc. It was an exciting and fun filled 
experience for all the students.

thVisit to the Birla Industrial & Technological Museum (BITM) :28  September 2016
The students of Class 4A went for their class visit to the Birla Industrial & technological museum.   
They saw the Science museum, the Studio where they had experienced how animation is shown 
on television. They also saw the historic car used by the renowned scientist Acharya Jagadish 
Chandra Bose. They saw the - 3D Animation show, High voltage show and the Bubble show. 
Overall it was a very exciting and an enriching experience for the students.

thVisit to the Town Hall: 29  September 2016
The students of Class 5A went for their class visit to the Town Hall. They witnessed the high 
drama of the Battle of Plassey. They saw a 12 minute story of India's freedom movement which 
was projected on a large circular screen. They heard the poet Rabindranath Tagore recite 
'Bharat Tirtha' and sing 'Tobu MoneRekho'. They saw selected clippings of the films of directors 
like Satyajit Ray, Mrinal Sen, Ritwik Ghatak and others. Overall, it was a very exciting and 
learning experience for the students.

thVisit to the Fort William:29  September 2016
 The students of class 4B went for their class visit to the Fort William. The monthly Vijay Smarak 
ceremony was witnessed by them at the Fort William. The students offered flowers as homage 
to the martyrs. They enthusiastically watched the brief session of the parade. They were allowed 
to look around the Vijay Smarak ground. They curiously observed the whole event and 
maintained discipline. They were deeply inspired by the brave army men in their uniforms. It 
was a day that brought immense joy and happiness to the young learners. 

Visit to the State Bank Archives & Museum: 4th October 2016
th

The students of class 9B were taken to the State Bank Archives & Museum on 4  October 2016. 
The students went into a virtual world of banking from the olden days till the modern day. It is 

thsituated on the 11  floor of Strand Road where one can get an amazing view of the river Hooghly. 
The Archives possesses a rich documentary on the heritage of the Bank, for the period 1806 and 
1955. Mr U Ramesh (Senior Archivist Cum Curator) was extremely generous enough to explain 
to the children how the emergence of banking came into existence. Also, the children saw some 
of the original hand written accounts of Rabindranath Tagore, Annie Besant, J.R.D Tata, Dr. Raja 
Ram Mohan Roy etc. They even saw an ancient cheque printing machine.

Overall a learning experience where the students saw a display and blend of original documents, 
memorabilia and artefacts, portraits, busts, statues, dioramas and murals.

REPORT	FOR	THE	PERIOD	OF	APRIL	TO	OCTOBER	2016



INTER SCHOOL COMPETITION

For an all-round development of the students our school always encourages the students to take 
active part in inter school activities. This exposure will help them to become self-confident and 
will help to face the new challenges of the world.

thInter School Debate Competition – 17  June 2016
Kolkata Police had organised an Inter School Debate Competition in POLICE TRAINING 
SCHOOL, KOLKATA. The topic was: “DRUG ADDICTION IS A SOCIAL EVIL ". Eminent people 
were present there. There were students of different schools of Kolkata, each of whom spoke 
'For' and 'Against' the motion respectively. 

CSI Young Talent Search in Computer Programming -31st July 2016.  
The Regional Round of Kolkata Talent Search was held at Birla Institute of Technology, 
Southend Conclave, 1582 Rajdanga Main Road, Kolkata- 700 107.The time allotted to the 
students for programming was two hours (10:00-12:00). They were asked to do 4 programmes, 
out of which they completed three. They submitted their programmes in CD.

th
All India Essay Writing Event –  16  August 2016.  
All India Essay Writing Event was organised by Shri Ram Chandra Mission, in our school on 16th 
August 2016, in the 5th and 6th periods respectively, under the supervision of the teachers in 
charge of the said classes in both the sections of classes 9 and 10. The students wrote the essay 
in either Hindi or English .The five best essays in each of the languages were forwarded to the 
organisation for further judgement.

PARIWAR MILAN -20th August 2016
Like every year this year also The BGES School participated in the 'Inter school patriotic song 
competition' 2016 organized by ' Pariwar Milan Seva Sadan'. Out of ten students six students 
were selected for the final round from selection round. The final phase was organized at  Gyan 
Manch on 20th August at 3.30 P.M. Out of 14 schools the students of The BGES School  secured 
4th position and got special prize.

IN	SCHOOL	ACTIVITIES

The BGES School (ICSE) organizes different activities throughout the year. Starting from the 
different cultural programme, health camp, knowledge booster, literary programme, sports to fun 
and frolics. The new session begins with:

v 05 Apr 16  :  Annual Prize Distribution
v 18 Apr 16  :  New Parents Initiation
v 22 Apr 15  :  Eye Camp
v 07 May 16  :  Rabindra Jayanti Celebration
v 16 Jun 16  :  Dental Check up
v 09 Jul 16 :  Felicitation of students by the BGES and BGSP
v 06 Jul 16  :  RathYatra
v 18 Jul 16  :  Grand Parents Day
v 15 Aug 16  :  Independence Day
v 10 Sep 16 :  Teachers Day Celebration
v 15 Sep 16 : Hindi Divas 



v 04 Apr 16 :  Inter House Table Tennis Tournament
v 04 Apr 16 :  Inter House Drawing Competition
v 07 Apr 16 :  Inter House Essay Writing Competition Hindi/Bengali ( classes 5-10)
v 18 Apr 16 :  Inter House Elocution Competition English (classes 1-4)
v 21 Apr 16 :  Inter House Essay Writing Competition English
v 27 Apr 16 :  Inter House Spelling Competition (classes5-10)
v 11 May 16 :  Inter House Mehendi Competition
v 15 Jun 16 :  Inter House Face Painting Competition.
v 17 Jun 16  :  Inter House Carrom Tournament
v 20 Jun 16 :  Inter House Spelling Competition English (Classes Kg-4)
v 21 Jun 16  :  Inter House Spelling Competition Vernacular (Classes 5-10)
v 22 Jun 16  : Inter House Elocution Competition Vernacular (Classes 1-4)
v 23 Jun 16 :  Inter House Quiz (Classes 5-7)
v 01 Jul 16  :  Inter House Debate Hindi
v 05 Jul 16  :  Inter House Elocution Competition Vernacular (Classes 5-10)
v 07 Jul 16  :  Inter House English Debate (Classes 8-10)
v 06 Jul 16  :  Inter House Elocution Competition English (Classes 5-10)
v 28 Jul 16  : Inter House Quiz (Classes 1-4)
v 30 Jul 16 : Inter House One Act Play (English)
v 09 Sep 16  :  Inter House Fancy Dress Competition Primary
v 14 Sep 16 :  Inter House Quiz (Classes 8-10)
v 16 Sep 16  :  Inter House Just A Minute
v 22 Sep 16  :  Inter House Flower Arrangement Competition 

INTER	HOUSE	COMPETITION

Progress	is	impossible	without	change;	
and	those	who	cannot	change	their	minds	cannot	change	anything.

-	G.B.	Shaw

Faith	does	not	depend	upon	experience;	
It	is	something	that	is	there	before	experience.	

-	Shri	Aurobindo

Hide	not	your	thoughts.	
If	it	is	shameful	to	reveal	them,	it	is	more	shameful	to	think	of	them.	

-	M.K.	Gandhi

Science	has	achieved	more	for	the	emancipation	of	masses	than	the	wisdom	of	the	sages.	

-	S.	Radhakrishnan

Kind	words	can	be	short	and	easy	to	speak,	but	their	echoes	are	truly	endless.	

-	Mother	Teresa



thYash Bengani left for his heavenly abode on 8th August 2016. Born on 30  April 2002, he 

had joined The BGES School (ICSE) in Nursery in the year 2007. He was a disciplined, 

energetic and cheerful child, always ready to help others and seeking the positive side of 

everything. His death was not only unexpected but untimely and has left emptiness not 

only in the life of his parents but his friends who were close to him. He was a sincere boy, 

who in a short span, had left an impact on the minds of people around him.

People are known for their traits and he was a boy who went out of the way to help his 

teachers and friends. His loving and helpful nature made him a blue eyed boy of the 

teachers. There is a saying that those in God's love die young. We want him to be happy 

wherever he is. He will always be alive in our memories as we fondly remember him.




